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Living life large has its 
challenges.  I know.  I love 
my sister; she is of generous 
proportions.

Generous Fashions’ new 
collection is all about looking 
and feeling so good you get 
compliments.  You are no 
longer invisible.  
 
This fall I am sending you 
out into the workplace, the 
neighborhood and the social 
scene with 18 new fabrics and 

4 new styles.  I listened.  The basic collar shirt now comes 
in a 36” tunic length. The single button down cover-up 
jacket comes in both 11% wool or lightweight acrylic 
knits.  
 
My color palette was pried out of the Earth.  As an Art 
History major in college, I was inspired by the rich 
colors developed in the 16th century.  The luminary 
painters handworked pure pigment powders dug from 
the ground into a medium of oils. I particularly love the 
variations of raw sienna and burnt umber when placed 
alongside somber reds.  Sienna on the Horizon is a 36” 
collar shirt (my first brushed  batik).  It’s my secret mental 
postcard to you.  As you put this on, think of waking 
up in Florence.  Imagine catching the dawn as it is still 
mixed with night. 
 
Since I have definite ideas of what looks good on a larger 
woman, I always produce my own fabrics.  I insist on 
quality fabric, sophisticated color combinations, artistic 
detailing and comfort.  This is my secret to supporting 
you in becoming visible, feeling positive and attracting 
what is your natural right: compliments.  “Wow!  You 
look sensational today.”  Now you are part of The Secret, 
too!
 
See you online,

Stephen
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SIENNA ON THE HORIZON  |  GF2276STXL
$ 90.00

Sienna on the Horizon is a tunic length shirt/jacket. Made of 
100% organic rayon. The fabric lies flat and straight. It features 
a 3/4” sleeve with button. Wear it over a tank open or just 
button up! Machine wash and light tumble dry.

Sizes : 1X - 5X

Specs for 3X : 
Length = 36”  |  Chest = 60” |  Hip = 61” 

CLOCKWISE SPIRAL  |  GF2276CTMXL  
$ 90.00

Sleeve DetailsBack Details

Coordinating Bottom
GF FORMULA PANTS

GF3326 - Page 12

Coordinating Top
SIMPLY BLACK

GF2256 - Page 10

Design Sketch GF2276

The Clockwise Spiral Combination is an original batik. Made 
of 100% organic rayon. Because of the texture of the fabric 
(which feels like silk) it falls nicely over the torso without 
“sitting on the back drawer”. This  blouse is great for work or 
your Special Occasions. Dress it up with a tank or just button 
up! It is a good length, almost tunic. Machine wash, line dry 
and gently iron.

Sizes : 1X – 5X  |  100% Organic Rayon
Length for all sizes 36”



STITCH IN TIME  |  GF2276IKXL
$ 96.00
The Stitch In Time features our memorable high end designer 
stitching technique. Made of 100% cotton. Our obsessively 
accurate sewers machine stitched 7 different colored threads 
spaced 1” apart. (They meditate alot.) We added a dart for 
sizes 3X - 5X to remove the excess fabric about the chest and 
added more width at the hips. Great as a shirt or open jacket. 
Machine wash and line dry or dry clean.

Sizes : 1X - 5X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 36”  |  Chest = 50”  |  Hip = 60” 

Coordinates exceedingly well with our Right Fit Pant in black 
(or white) and the Simply White in rayon (or cotton).

THE COTTON CROP  |  GF6650CTOR  
$ 88.00
The Cotton Crop is a cute little woman’s top. For all you cute 
little women!  Made of 100% cotton. It features an updated 
collar with mixed fabric buttons.  Just the right length for petite 
women 5’ 4” or less.  Our model is a striking 5’6” (size 1X).  
It’s dressy with a “casual comfort” feeling.

The back of the Cotton Crop features a box pleat. We even 
matched the inside fabric of the box pleat with the same fabric 
from the pants and under the inside of the sleeve.  Who loves 
you, baby?!  The box pleat allows you more room when you 
“spread your wings”!

Machine wash, line dry and iron. Or dry clean. All our fabrics 
are washed before cutting and sewing.

Sizes : 1X – 5X

Specs for a 3X
Length = 31”  |  Chest = 60”  |  Hip = 64” 

tops dressy tops
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Coordinating Bottom
THE COTTON RIGHT FIT 
GF3321CTR - Page 11

Fabric Details

Inside

Outside

Fabric Details

Back Details

Coordinating Top
SIMPLY WHITE TANK
GF2256 - Page 10

Bottom
GF FORMULA PANTS
GF3326   Page 12

THE RIGHT FIT
COLLECTION
GF3321   Page 13

Design Sketch GF2276
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BUTTON BOUQUET COLLECTION | GF2254FBMDRD
$ 86.00

The Button Bouquet Collection comes in two colors. Made 
of 100% organic rayon. It is an ideal dressy top for peach 
shaped women.  A smart choice for both tall and petite sizes.  
It features a button down front and roll-up sleeves.  It really is 
a festive fabric.   Customers tell me this is their favorite “go-to” 
choice  for attending weddings and other special occasions.  
Machine wash and line dry (or tumble dry for 5 minutes) or 
dry-clean. 

Sizes : 1X - 5X

Specs for 3X : 
Length = 31” |  Chest = 64”  |  Hip = 80” 

RED
GF2254FBRD

BLUE
GF2254FBMD

Sleeve Details Neck Details

EASY GOING WEAREVER   |  GF2254CTPA
$ 86.00
The Easy Going Wearever is our most popular design for 
women with wider hips (or pear shapes). Made of 100% 
cotton. Our secret here is we cut the fabric wider at the hips 
than at the chest.  It features a straight (roll-up) sleeve with side 
slit. Works well for women who need more arm muscle room.  
You can wear it as a button down shirt or as an open jacket 
over a tank.  Machine wash and light tumble dry.  

Sizes :  1X - 5X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 31”  |  Chest = 61”  |  Hip = 77” 
Arm circumference at muscle = 23” 

Sleeve Details

Coordinating Top
SIMPLY WHITE TANK
GF2256 - Page 10

Bottom
THE RIGHT FIT COLLECTION
GF3321   Page 13



POLISHED RUBY BLOUSE  |  GF0254CRB  
$ 88.00

The Polished Ruby Blouse features a “Trumpet Sleeve” and 
coconut buttons. Made of 100% cotton. A perfect fit for wider 
hipped women petite or tall. The fabric has been prewashed and 
softened. The shirt is 29” long in size 1X and the pants are 39” 
long. We dyed a coordinating pair of pants to complement our 
blouse. Machine wash and line dry.

Size :  1X - 4X

tops dressy tops
blouses

pullovers
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Coordinating Bottom
POLISHED RUBY PANTS

GF0319CRD - log on to 
www.generousfashions.com 

to order

THE EVERYTHING BLOUSE   |  GF2276CTM 
$ 76.00

The Everything Blouse is a button down collar shirt. Made of 
100% cotton. This will be your basic French cut 3/4 sleeve with 
mother-of-pearl buttons. (Slightly wider at the hip).  Wear it over 
or under everything and everywhere. Simple. Black or White. 
Add a tank or just button-up. Machine wash and tumble dry.

Sizes : 1X - 5X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 31”  |  Chest = 59”  |  Hip = 60” 

Sleeve Details Neckline Details
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VICTORIOUS COLLECTION   |  GF2280RVN
$ 76.00

The Victorious Collection is a “V” neckline blouse. Made 
of 100% organic rayon. A really good fit for apple and pear 
shaped women.  It is slightly over-sized, side dart and a full 
sleeve. (Very comfortable for women with wider arm muscles.)  
It is light and travels well. Wear it casually or dress it up with 
a pair of our white linen/cotton pants. Machine wash and line 
dry (or tumble dry for 5 minutes and out the door you go).

Sizes :  1X - 5X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 28”  |  Chest = 64”  |  Hip = 64” with side slits

THE WRAP TOP  |  GF2266CWT
$ 75.00

The Wrap Top is an adjustable blouse with an interior button. 
Made of 100% cotton with linen trim. Wear it with linen or 
jersey pants. Stylish and different. Adjust the linen tie at the 
chest under armhole. Complete coverage with ease. Machine 
wash and line dry.

Size : M / L (18-24) and X / L (26-30)
Length : Approximately 27”

BLACK 

BLUE

CLAY

BUTTER

Coordinating Bottom
THE RIGHT FIT COLLECTION

GF3321BKWH - Page 13

BLACK 

RED PINK

Coordinating Bottom
THE RIGHT FIT COLLECTION

GF3321BKWH - Page 13
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SWEET POPPY RED  |  GF2276RROM
$ 76.00

Tired of being invisible?  Get this and add some pop to the 
basics in your wardrobe–-especially our khaki stretch pants 
and Simply Black tank. We dreamed up this color--even 
though we’ve never been near a poppy field! Just strikingly 
beautiful. It’s a vivid red with just a kiss of orange, not blue.  
Made of 100% organic rayon. A flattering 31” from the top of 
your shoulder. The fabric flows and moves (so it does not “sit 
on your back shelf”). Machine wash and tumble dry.   

Sizes :  1X - 5X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 31”  |  Chest = 60”  |  Hip = 60” with side slits 

Coordinating Bottom
THE RIGHT FIT COLLECTION
GF3321BKWH - Page 13

Coordinating Tank
SIMPLY BLACK
GF2256 - Page 10

ROSE COLLECTION  |  GF2275RRC
$ 80.00

RED

BLACK & CORAL

PINK

The Rose Collection is a harmonious blend of two colors. Made 
of 100% organic rayon and satin. Cut over-sized for comfort and 
style (perfect fit for apple and pear shaped women). Features a 
3/4 sleeve and dressy neckline. Wear it with black pants. Travels 
amazingly well.  Pop it out of your suitcase and you look fresh as 
a rose even after one of “those” flights. Machine wash and line 
dry. (Our model is a 1X.)

Sizes :  XL - 3X

Specs for 2X : Length = 30”  |  Chest = 62”  |  Hip = 64” 

Coordinating Bottom
GF FORMULA PANTS

GF3326 - Page 12

Sleeve Details
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GF BASIC PULLOVER  |  GF2261CTJR
$ 70.00

RED SAND PINK

Our women’s Basic Pull-Over top has an often requested feature: 
tapered push-up sleeves. Made of 95% cotton and 5% lycra. 
This stretch jersey is so comfortable, you’ll want to push up your 
sleeves and dive into Life! We added a rounded V neckline for 
look and side slits for ease. Roomy at the chest and hips without 
fabric abundance at the armhole. Flatters apple shapes. If you 
usually take a 2X, consider a 3X. Machine wash and line dry.

Sizes : X/L to 4X
 

Specs for 1X :
Length =  29 “  |  Chest = 54”

Coordinating Bottom :
GF FORMULA PANTS
GF3326 - Page 12

OLIVE

CELERY SKY BLUE BLUE

THE CROSS TOP (LONG SLEEVE)  |  GF2264L
$ 70.00

The Cross Front Top Long Sleeve is cozy and right for cooler days. 
Made of 100% cotton jersey (a touch of stretch). The sleeve length 
is a smidgeon longer than a 3/4 sleeve. This may become your 
favorite casual top: lots of style.  Flatters every body shape.  Travels 
well.  So easy to maintain.  Machine wash and tumble dry.

Sizes :  1X - 3X

Specs for 2X :
Length = 28”  |  Chest = 55”

BLUE CLAYOLIVE MAROON

BLACK

Coordinating Bottom :
AUTUMN FATIGUES
GF3325CTA - Page 11
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CARLEEN BLOUSE   |  GF2277CCLM 
$ 80.00

The Carleen Blouse comes in Poppy Red or Solid Black. Made 
of 100% cotton (all our fabrics are washed before we cut and 
sew).  A very fashionable woman’s garment for special times. A 
high mandarin collar and roll-up sleeves with button. As your 
designer, I loved rounding off the bottom edges to give you a 
softer line. A stylish choice that makes your presence memorable! 
And 2 pockets! Machine wash and tumble dry at low heat.

Sizes : 1X - 5X

Specs for 2X :
Length = 34”   |  Chest   = 60”

Sleeve DetailsDesign Sketch

GF TANK COLLECTIONS  |  GF2256 
$ 65.00

All of our fabric is pre washed and softened before cutting and sewing. Most of our Tank Tops have a Princess Seam from the 
shoulder to reduce the amount of fabric under the armhole. This makes the tank slightly narrow.  Check your measurements for the 
right fit.  If you often take a 1x, with any Princess tank you may be more comfortable in a 2X. Tanks come in either organic rayon 
or cotton.

Sizes : 1X – 4X

Specs for 2X :
Length = 27”  |  Chest = 54”   |  Hip = 56” with front slits 
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AUTUMN FATIGUES   |  GF3325CTA
$ 76.00

Made of 100% cotton. Features front pockets, interior 
drawstring, and cargo side pockets. We’ve coordinated these 
pants with our Cross Front Top Long Sleeve.  Machine wash 
and machine dry.

Sizes : 1X - 5X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 39” |  Thigh = 35” |  Waist = 56” |  Hip = 60” 

THE COTTON RIGHT FIT   |  GF3321CTR
$ 86.00

Side Pocket Details

Coordinating Top
THE CROSS TOP
GF2264LONG
Page 9

Coordinating Top
THE COTTON CROP
GF6650CTOR
Page 4

The Cotton Right Fit (Pant) is our most popular fit for women 
with wide hips and a generous tummy and buttocks. Made 
from 100% cotton. This pant features side seam pockets, solid 
front band, side zipper and side elastic bands. It coordinates 
exceedingly well with the Cotton Crop top. Machine wash 
and tumble dry.

Sizes : 1X - 5X

Specs for a 3X :
Length = 39  |  Hip = 52”  |  Ankle Opening = 10” across 

Fabric Details

Design Sketches



GF FORMULA PANTS (REGULAR) 
TAPERED IN COTTON   |  GF3326CBLR

The GF Formula Pant is a good fit for women with a flat bottom 
and a generous tummy. Made of 100% cotton. It features an 
elastic waistband all around. These pants are tapered. Perfect 
for women 5’6” and under. Or wear as a capri for women 
5’7”. Machine wash and line dry (tumble dry for 5 minutes) 
or dry clean.

Sizes : 1X – 4X
      
Specs for 2X :
Length = 39”   |  Hip = 60”  |  Ankle opening = 18”

bottoms12

GF FORMULA PANTS   (LINEN)  |  GF3326
$ 70.00

This is our basic tapered pant with side pockets. Made of 95% 
cotton and 5% lycra. Coordinates with our cotton tops for 
active wear. Finally, a tapered pant that looks good! Machine 
wash & line dry.

Size : 1X - 4X
Length : approximately 38” - 39” 

Coordinating Top
GF BASIC PULLOVER
GF2261CTJR
Page 9

Coordinating Top
STITCH IN TIME 
GF2276IKXL
Page 4

Coordinating Tank
SIMPLY WHITE 
GF2256
Page 10
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PAISLEY & PARTNERS SKIRT   |  GF0413RBW
$ 65.00

THE RIGHT FIT COLLECTION   |  GF3321BKWH
$ 88.00

The Right Fit in stretch is a wonderful blend of cotton, linen and 
rami (5% lycra). This fabric was washed and double softened 
before we cut and sewed.  Because of the combination of fibers 
you’ll enjoy the stretch in the buttocks, hips and thighs. The 
1st choice for wider hipped women with larger buttocks and 
my hourglass shaped ladies. This is our best selling pant and 
fabric ever!  Machine wash and machine dry at low heat.

Sizes : X/L – 3X  |  Regular (height 5’4” and above)

XL : length = 38 1/2”
1X : length = 38 1/2”
2X : length = 39”
3X : length = 39 1/2”

The Paisley & Partners Skirt features a flat front band with elastic 
in back.  Made from 100% organic crinkle rayon. Because our 
skirt has been cut from a crinkle fabric is perfect for travel.  Just 
toss it into your luggage and off you go! The length is 36” and 
features side slits. Machine wash and line dry. 

Sizes : 1X – 4X

Coordinating Top
PAISLEY TANK
GF0256RPA
Page 10

Coordinating Top
SECRETLY CHIC
GF9907ACBK
Page  21

KHAKI

BLACKWHITE

Coordinating Top
STITCH IN TIME 
GF2276IKXL
Page 4

Coordinating Tank
SIMPLY WHITE 
GF2256
Page 10

Coordinating Top
SIENNA ON THE HORIZON  |  GF2276STXL
Page 3

Coordinating Tank
SIMPLY BLACK  |  GF2256
Page 10
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THE VINEYARD  COMBINATION  |  GF6646CTVI
$ 90.00
The Vineyard {Combination} incorporates our elegant Double 
Fern Batik in a Y to frame your face and elongate your figure 
like a willowy tree. Made of 100% cotton. Just enough pattern to 
add interest without overwhelming you. The Chinese knot closure 
is timelessly chic. Kimomo sleeves show off your jewelry. Alas, 
chardonnay not included. Machine wash,tumble dry.

Sizes :  1X – 5X

Specs for 3X :
Front Length = 33”  |   Back Length = 34”

100% cotton (we washed before cutting and sewing)

THE PAISLEY ABBEY  |  GF6646CTPA
$ 90.00

The Paisley Abbey is our most popular silhouette.   Made of 100% 
cotton. It flatters all shapes – apple, pear and hourglass.  The name 
comes from a former monastery in the town of Paisley, in west 
central Scotland. The town became famous for their production 
of cloth, especially cotton with the distinctive Paisley pattern. This 
fall let’s all pray to look our best in Paisley.  Machine wash and 
tumble dry.  

Sizes :  1X – 5X

Specs for 3X :
Front Length = 33”  |  Back Length = 34”

Fabric Details Button Details

Fabric Details Button Details

special occasion
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Button Details

MIXED BOUQUET COLLECTION  |  GF6646RFBRED
$ 96.00

The Mixed Bouquet Collection is our best selling design and fabric 
for weddings.  Made of 100% organic rayon. It is a sensational 
garment that will attract many compliments to you.  You are a 
winner in this!  Because each jacket is hand dyed no two are 
alike. The right choice when you want to add a dress jacket to 
your wardrobe.  Machine wash and line dry (or dry cleaning).

Sizes : 1X-5X

Specs for 3X :
Front Length = 33”  |  Back Length = 34”

RED TEAL

SILK ELEGANCE COLLECTION   |  GF6646SLFL
$ 175.00
The Silk Elegance Collection is our sensual woman’s dressy cover 
for all body shapes. Made of 100% silk.  Our boutique in New 
York has sold over 22 pieces in 22 days! The fabric is simply 
breathtaking. You can wear it over a dress or tank to any Special 
Occasion. Very light and soft to the skin. Hand washing or dry 
cleaning recommended.

Sizes : 1X – 5X
Length : 33” front and 34” back 

Button Details

Coordinating Tank
GF TANK COLLECTIONS

Page 10

Coordinating Top
SIMPLY BLACK

GF2256 - Page 10

special occasion
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Button Details Sleeve Details

COMBINATIONS IN COTTON   |  GF6646CTM
$ 90.00

The Combinations in Cotton should be called your New Best 
Friend, because it’s our most popular silhouette for apple, pear 
and hourglass figures. Made of 100% cotton.  The color palette is 
muted grey and black tones.  Coordinates exceedingly well with 
other browns, blacks and greys.  A surefire wardrobe stretcher 
that whispers good taste and style.  On days when you’re feeling 
too busy to decide, start with this.  Machine wash and tumble dry 
on warm cycle.

Sizes : 1X – 5X
Length : 33” front and 34” back 

Button Details Fabric Details 

BLACK BATIK COMBINATION JACKET
GF6646RBK  |  $ 96.00

The Black Batik is our most popular silhouette. Made of 100% 
rayon. Perfect for every shape. The graphic elements are very 
artsy. Be prepared to make new friends when you wear this.  
This piece is a natural conversation starter, even if you’re shy. 
Designer’s secret: It’s 1” longer in the back than the front. It 
features our signature knot button (just above center) and hand 
batik border. Machine wash and line dry.

Sizes : 1X – 5X
Length : 33” front and 34” back 

special occasion



THE TRUMPET KNIT   |  GF9904ACB
$ 90.00

The Trumpet Knit features a trumpet shape sleeve.  Made of 100% 
knit acrylic.  This is one knit cover that you will wear to death.  
Why? Because it is light, wrinkle free, black and will not sit on 
the “back shelf”. TaDa! Ideal for all shapes.  The right choice for 
women 5’ 4” and over.  Hand wash or dry clean.  (but then how 
often do you wash sweaters?)

Sizes :  M/L (1X/2X) and X/L (3X/4X)
Length : 34 1/2”

Neck Details Sleeve & Bottom Details 

dressy jackets
dresses 17

Design Sketch Side Slit Details

REGAL RED BAMBOO JACKET  |  GF0624RRD
$ 69.00

The Regal Red Bamboo Jacket is a dressy cover up.  Made 
of 100% organic rayon. This red is a deep burgundy  which 
coordinates exceedingly well with solids and prints and flatters 
your skin tone. It features rounded front edge which keeps the 
fabric flat against your body.  Its simple elegance says, “I will not 
be ignored”, without overstating yourself.  Machine wash, line 
dry and iron.  

Sizes :  1X - 4X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 34 1/2”  |  Chest = 60”  |   Hip = 62” with side slits

special occasion
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dresses

Button Details Sleeve Details

BRUSH STROKE IN RED   |  GF2276RCAM
$ 86.00

The Brush Stroke in Red is a button down collar shirt with 3/4 
sleeves. Made of 100% organic rayon. This is our second best 
selling fabric.  Our textile designer was influenced by East Asian 
calligraphy. Have fun making up your own story about what it 
says.  I’ll back you up.  What happens in the Far East stays there.  
Wear this buttoned up or open as a layering piece.  Looks great 
with black pants.  Machine wash and line dry.

Sizes :  1X - 5X
Length : 34”

REGAL RED BAMBOO |  GF0233RFB
GOLDEN RUST BATIK     |  GF0233MFB
$ 86.00
The Regal Red Bamboo and the Golden Rust Batik are from our 
own special dye lots.  Made of 100% organic rayon.  This fabric 
incorporates silk threads sewn into the textile creating a bamboo 
pattern.  Features fabric covered buttons.  Just the sensuous quality 
of the fabric alone will have friends talking about your choice in 
plus size clothing.  Machine wash and line dry or dry clean. 

Sizes : 1X - 4X
Length : 34”
Arm Muscle : 22”

Side Slit Details Neckline Details 



ORGANIC WEAREVER   |  GF1131
$ 96.00

Our shirt dress, we call it “Organic Wearever”, features a 
slenderizing column of mother-of-pearl buttons. Made of 55% 
linen and 45% cotton (all of our fabrics are washed before 
cutting and sewing). Our plus-sized secret:  your clothing 
designer added a dart “at and under” the armhole for a more 
fitted look. Machine wash, line dry and iron.

Sizes :  1X – 5X

Specs for 3X :
Length = 46 1/4””  |  Chest = 56”  |  Hip = 58” 

special occasion dressy jackets
dresses 19

SHEER BLACK ELEGANCE   |  GF6624CRB
$ 55.00
Our Sheer Black Elegance was designed to wear over a 
sleeveless top or dress. Made of 100%  organic chiffon rayon. 
It is lightweight and airy. A popular layering piece that won’t 
be collecting dust in your closet. Machine wash, line dry and 
steam iron.

Sizes : 1X - 4X

Length : 33”
Arm Muscle : 21”

Design Sketch
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FRENCH FRINGE SWEATER  |  GF9902WA
$ 125.00

Our French Fringe Sweater features a fresh new look in 
wrapping up.  Made of 11% wool and 89% acrylic.  It is the 
right fit for women 5’5” and above.  There are hidden ties 
along the front edge for closure.  You will have fun wearing 
this soft sweater/jacket.  Many great colors to pick from.  Dry 
cleaning recommended.

Sizes : M/L are sizes 18-24  |  X/L are sizes 26-32
Length = 43”

CREAM

VIOLET

GREY

DIAMOND STITCH JACKET  |  GF6649PBA
$ 96.00

The Diamond Stitch Jacket features a net lining which does 
not allow the skin to stick to the fabric. Made from parachute 
fabric. Features a front zipper and front pockets. Perfect for 
Fall and Spring weather.  Travels well and water resistant.  This 
is a special sewing technique that takes one day to make one 
jacket. Machine wash and line dry!

Sizes :  1X – 3X
Length = 33”

Front Pocket Details

BROWNRED

GREY

BLACK



SECRETLY CHIC  |  GF9907ACBK
$ 110.00

outerwear 21jackets
sweaters

The Soft Autumn Knit features again our classic one button 
jacket.  Made of 11% wool and 89% acrylic.  It has a super 
cottony soft touch to the skin.  You get a bonus when you wear 
this knit – a feeling of comfort and looking great. When you 
don’t know which knit to pick - go for this one! And you can 
reduce your heat build-up by wearing a sleeveless tank or dress.  
We really thought about you!  Dry cleaning recommended.

Specs for M/L (fits sizes 1x/2x)
Length = 36”  |  Chest = 50”  

Specs for X/L (fits sizes 3x/4x)
Length = 40”  |  Chest = 56” 

SOFT AUTUMN KNIT   |  GF9907ACMU
$ 110.00

Button Details

The Secretly Chic knit cover is perfect from Fall to Spring. 
Made of 100% acrylic. This is our popular jacket we rein-
vented in knit.  It just can’t wrinkle.  The perfect travel com-
panion (in your suitcase of course). Wear it over a tank during 
the warm weather nights. Because it is a knit it breathes really 
well and covers generous arms. It features a 3/4 sleeve and 
button front. Hand wash or dry clean recommended.

Specs for M/L (fits sizes 1X/2X)
Length = 36”  |  Chest = 50” 
(Our 5’6”model is a size 20 or 1X and she is wearing a M/L)

Specs for X/L (fits sizes 3X/4X)
Length = 40”  |  Chest = 56” 

Design Sketch 9907

Coordinating Dress
ORGANIC WEAREVER

GF1131 - Page 19
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EASY COVER  |  GF9908DBLE6
$ 88.00

The Easy Cover features a caftan-like sleeve.  Made of acrylic 
knit. Just the right fit for all figures and arm muscles– so easy.  We 
listened. Even better it travels - wrinkle free. Just throw it in your 
suitcase and off you fly.  Did I say Easy?  Best worn over a sleeve-
less dress or tank. Hand wash and line dry.

Size :  One Size (fits up to a 4X)
Length = 31”

Coordinating Top
SIMPLY BLACK
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Coordinating Bottom
THE RIGHT COLLECTION
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TRUMPET SLEEVE SWEATER  |  GF9903WA
$ 110.00

This knit sweater features a trumpet shape sleeve, which 
comes past the cuff. Made of 11% wool and 89% acrylic. It 
is a soft wool blend.  A good fit for all figures and women 5’ 
4” and over (our 1x model is 5’ 6”and is wearing the M/L).  
The front border, which wraps around the neckline, features 
6” wide vertical ridges (in common knitting terminology this 
is called: ribbing).  Wow! Not only will you be warm but also 
you will look great! Dry clean only.

Sizes : M/L  (1X/2X)  |  X/L  (3X/4X) 
The length for both sizes is 37”  |  Sleeve length = 20”

VIOLET

GREY

BROWN

RED

HUNTER GREEN

WARM WINTER PONCHO  |  GF9906
$ 115.00

Warm Winter comes in solid black or a mixture of hunter 
green/black. Made from 11% wool and 89% acrylic. 
Absolutely perfect for all sizes. Just like snuggling up to a 
big soft winter blanket. One of your designer’s most favorite 
winter weather ponchos.  It will be your everything sweater. 
One size fits up to a 4X. Dry cleaning recommended.

Size :  One size (fits up to a 4X)
The length is 36”

HAZELNUT

BLACK



Free shipping on all purchases shipped in the USA (not including Hawaii and Alaska, please 
call for estimate). Offer is good till January 1, 2008. Our Gift to You! Should you need to make 
special shipping arrangements, please contact us with your requirement. We will do our best to 
accommodate your needs. Questions about Free Shipping? Please call our toll free number at 
1-888-588-0577 or email us at stephen@generousfashions.com.


